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ABSTRACT
A realistic model involving mutual gravitation and tidal
dissipation provides, for the first time, a detailed explanation
for satellite orbit-orbit resonance capture. Although applying
directly only to the relatively simple case of Saturn's sat-
ellites Titan and Hyperion, the model reveals general principles
of resonance capture, evolution and stability which seem
applicable to other eccentricity-type resonances in the solar
system.
The resonances are maintained by two mechanisms. The first,
dominant when one satellite has fairly high eccentricity (for
Hyperion, >,0.04), has the longitude of the satellites' con-
junction librating about a nearly fixed longitude of pericenter
(or apocenter). The second, dominant for smaller eccentricities,
has the longitude of pericenter (or apocenter) librating about
the longitude of conjunction. The model suggests that, given
sufficient tidal dissipation, initially non-resonant satellite
systems with the smaller eccentricities are inevitably captured
into resonance. Once captured, the tidal evolution tends to
increase the eccentricity. Thus, Hyperion's eccentricity may
have been raised to its observed value, 0.1. The model permits
capture into resonance only with the longitude of conjunction
librating about the longitude at which the orbits are farthest
apart, just as observed in each known case.
The techniques developed for solution of this problem may
a3so be applicable to a study of planetary resonance evolution,
using some alternate dissipation mechanism, which could have im-
portant cosmogonic implications.
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I Introduction
Harmonious relations between the motions of celestial
bodies have been hypothesized at least since Pythagoras'
"music of the spheres." In the past century, several ex-
amples of orbital resonances have been discovered in the solar
system.
Resonance is a case of motion in which a system is driven
at one of its own natural frequencies by some periodic force.
In orbit-orbit resonance satellites drive one another, with
their orbital periods thus locked into commensurability. Small
disturbances can result in oscillation about perfect commensur-
ability. An oscillating system, as well as a perfectly commen-
surate one, is considered to be in resonance. As observed in
the solar system, orbit-orbit resonances are characterized by
revolution periods, measured relative to an orbital axis, which
are oscillating about low integer commensurability. An equivalent
property of these resonances is the libration, rather than cir-
culation, of the longitude of satellite conjunction relative to
the axis.
There are many ways for satellite orbits to conform to this
criterion (Brouwer and Clemence, 1961b; Hagihara, 1961, 1972).
Saturn's satellites Titan and Hyperion have orbital periods,
measured relative to Hyperion's major axis, oscillating about
a ratio of 3:4. The first indication of this resonance was the
discovery (Hall, 1884) of the annual 200 regression of Hyperion's
major axis instead of the expected precession due to Saturn's
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oblateness. The observation that the conjunction longitude of
the two satellites also regresses so as to librate about
Hyperion's apocenter led Newcomb (1891) to show that this
resonance is stable due to mutual gravitational interactions
and produces the observed apsidal regression. Eichelberger
(1892) reduced the observational data to obtain an expression
for the libration. Woltjer (1928) refined these results and
developed a theory of Hyperion's motion which closely matches
the observations.
Enceladus and Dione, also satellites of Saturn, have
periods with a 1:2 commensurability such that conjunction
librates about Enceladus' perisaturnium. This resonance was
postulated by Woltjer (1922) to explain the apsidal regression
of Enceladus. The theory was refined by Jeffreys (1953) in
order to determine the masses of the satellites.
Two other satellites of Saturn, Mimas and Tethys, are in
a resonance which involves their inclinations. A 1:2 commen-
surability is observed with conjunction librating about the
mean of the longitude of the ascending nodes on Saturn's
equatorial plane (H. Struve, 1890, cited by Hagihara, 1972).
Jupiter's Galilean satellites Io, Europa, and Ganymede
have periods, relative to a slowly rotating axis, in a 1:2:4
commensurability. The three satellites periodically line up
on this axis with Io and Europa on opposite sides of Jupiter
(De Sitter, 1931). As a consequence of the commensurability,
Ganymede alternates between Lhe Io and the Europa side of
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Jupiter, at alignment. De Sitter (1909) and Griffin (1920)
showed that for motion in a plane undisturbed by other sat-
ellites such periodic behavior is only stable under the
following conditions: (i) Io and Europa must have con-
junction at Io's perijove and Europa's apojove and (ii)
Europa and Ganymede must have conjunction at Europa's
perijove and Ganymede's apojove. However, the apses of the
osculating Keplerian orbits circulate relative to the
alignment axis (De Sitter, 1931 and Marsden, 1966). Thus
there is no evidence in support of Goldreich's (1965)
speculation that pairs of Galilean satellites may be in
resonances that are independent of the three-way commen-
surability.
Many asteroids are in resonance with Jupiter (Marsden,
1970). For example, (153) Hilda and its companions have a
2:3 commensurability with Jupiter with conjunction librating
about their perihelion (Schubart, 1968).
Electronic computation made possible an integration of
planetary orbits over long periods of time and revealed the
Neptune - Pluto resonance. These planets have a 2:3 commen-
surability with conjunction at Pluto's aphelion (Cohen and
Hubbard, 1965; Cohen,Hubbard and Oesterwinter, 1967).
Orbit-orbit resonances are so numerous that one wonders
whether they can be a result of chance distribution of matter
in the solar system. Attempts to evaluate this probability
have been highly controversial due to the subjective selection
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of a priori conditions and due, also, to confusion between near-
commensurability and true libration (Roy and Ovenden, 1954;
Molchanov, 1968, 1969; Goldreich, 1965; Dermott, 1968). It
seems to be agreed, however, that the probability is small
enough to warrant a search for some other explanation of the
large number of commensurabilities. Besides the hypothesis
of divine ordering of the solar system (e.g. Kepler, cited by
Gingerich, 1969), there are these other possibilities: Either
the process of formation of planets and satellites, orbital
evolution in the early solar system or evolution of orbits
in the present type of planetary environment tended to favor
commensurabilities.
Because of our lack of information about earlier dynamical
conditions we have chosen to examine the latter possibility,
although, conversely, a successful explanation of resonance
capture based on assumptions about the early solar system
could lend strong support to such assumptions. Also, Goldreich
(1965) and others before him provided the key to a solution by
suggesting that the effects of tides raised on planets might
explain the evolution of satellite resonance.
Goldreich (1965) set a limit on the rate of tidal evolution
of orbits by noting that, over the age of the solar system, faster
evolution would have driven satellites in direct orbits outside
synchronous altitude to radii larger than observed. Satellite
resonances are stable against the influence of such small tides;
the satellites share energy by mutual interaction to main-
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tain the commensurability, even though the tides tend to change
the orbital periods in such a way as to disrupt the resonance.
The slow tidal evolution could nevertheless be fast enough to
have changed severalfold the ratios of periods of most presently
resonant satellites (the only exception being the Titan-Hyperion
case in which neither orbital period could have varied by more
than a few percent), assuming that these satellites did not
achieve stable commensurability first. So Goldreich suggested
that initially incommensurate orbits were independently tidally
perturbed until they were captured into a stable commensuability.
He admitted, though, that "no analysis of the formation of these
commensurabilities was presented."
R.R. AI'lan (1970) carefully considered the Mimas - Tethys
resonance. He showed that although tidal perturbations do not
upset the stability of this commensurability on the time scale
of the librations, they cause gradual variation of the incli-
nations. Considering the evolution backwards in time, he esti-
mated an age before which the inclinations were too small for
the resonance to be stable. He concluded "that the initial
capture took place by a process analogous to that postulated
by Goldreich for [eccentricity] - type resonances." Clearly,
there was room for greater understanding of this process.
A remarkable property of each of these resonances,
except Mimas and Tethys', is that conjunction occurs at the
longitude at which the satellites are furthest apart: At
apocenter of the outer one, pericenter of the inner one or
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both. This phenomenon provides a certain degree of stability
in the solar system by preventing potentially cataclysmic
mutual perturbations. For example, it is comforting to know
that Neptune and Pluto have conjunction at a longitude safely
removed from the region where Pluto crosses Neptune's orbit.
This apparent "repulsion" might seem a surprising result of
Newtonian gravitation. This paper's detailed analysis of a
process of capture into resonance, and subsequent evolution
under tidal influence accounts for the aversion to close
passages.
Even though the availability of modern computers might
suggest a numerical study of this problem, our investigation
has been primarily analytical for two reasons: First, the
amount of coiputer time required would make this approach
prohibitively expensive (Franklin, 1972). Second, analytic
results are more readily interpreted to give a physical under-
standing of the processes involved. This paper includes such
an interpretation of resonance capture and evolution. It also
includes a description of the physical mechanism of resonance
stability which is implicit in the various works already cited.
The mathematical model to be employed is more descriptive of
some of these resonances than others, but the principles in-
volved have broad application. The results suggest that, with
sufficient tide. evolution, typical non-resonant satellite
pairs are inevitably captured into resonance.
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II Mathematical Model
A. Mathematical Description of Resonances
In order to analyze the resonance problem, a mathematical
description of the phenomenon is required. An expression for
the longitude of conjunction is crucial.
The longitude of conjunction of two satellites is a
"stroboscopic" function of time; it is only meaningful at the
instants of conjunction. But a continuous"'function connecting
the stroboscopic points can be defined. For example, in the
Titan-Hyperion case, the following definition is possible:
Longitude of conjunction E 4 x (longitude of Hyperion)
- 3 x (longitude of Titan)
When the satellites' longitudes have the same value, this function
also takes that value, so this continuous function matches the
stroboscopic points. For satellites in resonance, the longi-
tude of conjunction varies slowly compared to the mean motions.
The coefficients 4 and -3 are selected so that the continuous
function varies slowly near the 3:4 commensurability of periods.
The Titan-Hyperion resonance is characterized by libration
of the conjunction longitude about Hyperion's apocenter. The
mean longitude of Hyperion equals the true longitude at this
point. This is nearly true for Titan, also, since its orbit has
a low eccentricity. Thus, the resonance can be described by the
statement that the "resonance variable", , defined as
4 Hyperion -3 XTitan -Hyperion Titan Hyperlon,
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librates about the value TT. Herein X is the mean longitude
and W is the longitude of pericenter. The definitions of the
orbital elements are presented in Appendix A.
Other resonances can be described by the following
resonance variables:
2ADione Enceladus -Enceladus librates about 0;
4 Tethys -2Mima-ft Mimas -Tethys librates about 0;
3Jupiter -2Hilda Hilda librates about 0;
3 -2X librates about 7Pluto Neptune Pluto librates about T.
The analysis of any resonance reduces to a study of the
behavior of its resonance variable, through application of
Lagrange's equations (Danby, 1962) for the variation of orbital
elements. In order to be able to solve the equations it is
necessary to reduce the problem to a simple mathematical model
that nonetheless retains the essential features of orbit-orbit
resonance.
B. The Model
A useful model consists of two satellites in coplanar orbits
about a spherical central body of mass M (Fig. 1). The inner
satellite (indicated by a subscript 1) of mass ml<< M is in a
circular orbit. The orbit of the outer satellite (indicated by
a subscript 2) Las a small non-zero eccentricity, e2. Its mass
m2, is so small that it cannot perturb the inner satellite's orbit
significantly, thus M>m> m2 . This model is more or less
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reminiscent of the Titan-Hyperion configuration in that Titan's
mass is perhaps, a thousand times Hyperion's and its orbital
eccentricity is about 0.03 compared to Hyperion's 0.1 (Allen,
1963).
The hypothetical system can have a resonance involving
only the apses of the outer satellite. Such resonances in the
solar system are described by $ = (j + 1) 12 7 j X1 - W2
librating about T7, where j is a particular positive integer
for each resonance. In order to investigate resonance as
generally as possible with this model, the behavior of this
resonance variable will be studied with its j - value arbitrary.
C. Petturbation Equations
Since the orbit of mi is fixed and all motion is restricted
to a plane, it is necessary to consider the variation, due to
perturbations, of only four orbital elements, such as the mean
motion, n2, the eccentricity, e2, the longitude of pericenter,
2~2 and the mean longitude at epoch, E2. (See Appendix A.)
The disturbance can be described by the "disturbing function",
R, defined as the total potential acting on m2, less the
potential that would be experienced by m2 if m were zero.
(See Appendix B.) Lagrange's equations to the lowest two orders
in eccentricity are,
dnL, 3 'R )
-n 0(I)
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de. 1 '1 nR
( W2- + _t 0)
plained, but was not serious because, as will be shown, to our
The disturbing function due to m can be expanded in thed t n2 o2 e2 'Oe2where h, h2 , and 2 are integers and the F functionswhere a is the semi-major axis. Analyzing this model, Goldreich
(1965) omitted the last term of (id). This omission was not ex-
plained, but was not serious because, as will be shown, to our
order of approximation neithcompared to eitherm on the right side of (d)
is significant in determining the resonance behavior.
The distuarbing function due to mi can be expanded in the
following form (Appendix B)mall or ineffective terms
where xpansion. For our modeg2  fl and 2 are integers and the F functions
can be expanded in powers of the eccentricities. To zeroth order
in the disturbing mass only the X's vary with time. Hence the
terms are classified as "secular" if hl=h2= , "long-period" if
hlnl+h2n2 is small compared to either nI or n2 and "short period"
otherwise. The "critical" terms have the cosine's argument equal
to multiples of .
The approximate solution of Lagrange's equations is facil-
itated by neglec ing from the outse-c small or ineffective terms
in the expansion. For our model, eI, ii and i2 are zero and e2
is small enough that terms containing e2 to powers higher than
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the first are negligible. This leaves a secular term with argument
0, a critical term with argument and short period terms with h2
hl+1. The short-period terms are assumed ineffective for several
reasons. First, the short periods do not allow large perturbations
of the orbital elements to build up. Second, to at least first
order in the ratio m1/ M, the effects average to zero over each
short period. Finally, past analyses, neglecting short period
terms, have successfully explained the observed properties of
resonances. (See, for example, Woltjer, 1928.)
Short period terms could be eliminated rigorously by trans-
forming the orbital elements to a particular set of generalized
coordinates and momenta, using, for example, the Von Zeipel trans-
formation (Hagihara, 1972). However, the Keplerian orbital ele-
ments will be retained here so that the physical mechanism of
the resonance will not be obscured.
We are thus left with the disturbing function
? , d 0, j)()o 2 - .j(o (3)
where o=,/a, b (O ) is the Laplace coefficient defined in Ap-
pendix B and °lj is the Kronecker delta. We can introduce func-
Gd ms Gmt etions b(cx) and C(o) so that R - Gm b () + Gm e2a 2a 2  C (oC) cos 4.
Substituting this disturbing function into equations (1)
gives the perturbation equations,
dt Mi 2
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dn. 3 (j4-J)ej, n'i  () 5ir
dt Z
dtr
n.C(co) s
2 ez
The variation of the resonance variable obeys
dt d d t dt
Since X = Stn'dt + ECo and d X,/dt = n,,
d t dt it
To the present approximation, the last term is negligible.
It is as small as terms dropped from doz/dt by taking
the small e2 form of R. Therefore,
(e 1)n-jn nc cos(
it e (5)
The variation equations for c, e2 , and n2 are uncoupled
from the others. In order to study the behavior of 4, it is
only necessary to retain these three equations. The equations
can be made dimensionless and further simplified by the follow-
ing substitutions:
- n, dt A m,/M e- ez n- nz/n,
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( b)
(+c)
I _lil.i~ --F^~__^II1_ il~---l ii_~*_ILI-__L~ - -~- I.YZIE~-~-I-- ~ I~--^1 1  .
dt lm/
i
O
1i
F(n) r - C (o)
The first two definitions are dimensionless forms of the time and
mass mi. The last definition is possible because c is a function
of n (by Kepler's third law). The function F(n), evaluated for
j=l, 2, and 3, is plotted in Fig. 2.
With these definitions, the equations for e, n and 4 become
de - 1,- F(n) sin C (o)
dr
Since m 's orbit is fixed, dnl/dt=O.
The solution of equations (6) is a set of trajectories in
the three-dimensional e,n, space. Even without solving the equa-
tions, it is possible to discover some importanf properties of the
trajectories.
One property is the symmetry about 4=LY where L is an integer.
This symmetry is demonstrated in the following way: If the value
of 4 in equations (6) is replaced by the mirror value on the
opposite side of the 4=Lf plane, namely 2L7-6, then the equations
remain unaltered except that the behavior with time is reversed.
Therefore the solution trajectories on opposite sides of the 4=
Ln plane must be mirror images. The symmetry implies that any
trajectory representing libration about LIT must be closed. This
mathematical model does not permit non-resonant satellite systems
to evolve into resonance.
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In this respect the model is similar to a pendulum making
an angle with the vertical. The state of the pendulum can be
represented by a point on the , dO/dt phase plane and its be-
havior by trajectories on the phase plane. Trajectories are
either closed, representing libration, or they circulate
through all values of p. Liouville's theorem on conservation
of volume in phase space forbids evolution from circulation to
libration unless energy dissipation is introduced into the
system.
Thus comparison to a pendulum suggests that a dissipative
mechanism be introduced into the resonance model. Tidal energy
dissipation affects satellite orbits in a way that must influ-
ence their periodic commensurability: This mechanism varies
the mean motions.
D. Tidal Dissipation
The tidal mechanism works in the following way. The gradient
of a satellite's gravitational force across its non-rigid "parent"
planet raises a tidal bulge. Because the planet's rotation rate
is different than the angular velocity of the satellite, the planet
undergoes periodic distortion. Since planets are not made of per-
fectly elastic material, energy is dissipated and the tidal re-
sponse lags its driving force. In the resonant systems under
consideration, planets rotate much faster than, and in the same
direction as, their satellites revolve, so tidal bulges are
carried ahead of the angular position of these satellites. In
such cases, a distorted planet exerts a torque that increases
-20-
the satellite's orbital angular momentum and energy. The result
is an increase in semi-major axis. The eccentricity can either
increase or decrease, depending on the relative angular velocity
of the planet's spin and the satellite's revolution and depending
also, on the effects of tides raised on the satellite by the
planet (Goldreich, 1963). However, if the satellite is in a
circular orbit there is no change in the eccentricity.
Satellite mI is in a circular orbit so that the only
change due to tides is an increase in al
. 
The corresponding
decrease in mean motion is given by
t 4
where A is the planet's radius, M its mass and 1/Q' its
"corrected" dissipation function (Goldreich and Soter, 1966).
The correction accounts for the planet's rigidity and self-
distortion by the bulge. Goldreich set bounds on the value
of Q' as mentioned in the introduction.
For a first order evaluation of the tidal evolution, the
semi-major axis on the right hand side of equation (7) can be
held constant. Accordingly, the entire right hand side can
be called a constant, P.
The orbit of the inner satellite in the resonance model
can be considered to evolve by this mechanism. The infini-
tesimal outer satellite will be considered too small and too
far from the planet to raise a significant tide. Therefore,
the only change in the equations of resonance behavior is the
substitution of 3 for - t- 6. This disturbs the symmetry which
prohibited resonance capture.
It will be shown that the model now contains all of the
features necessary to explain evolution of orbit-orbit re-
sonance. It is also sufficiently simple to allow analytic
solution of the problem.
III Stability Mechanism
In order to analyze the evolution of orbit-orbit reson-
ance, equations (6) must be solved over a wide range of values
including both libration and circulation. Previous investi-
gations of the stability have involved only those solutions
with 0 librating. Before the more complete solution is obtain-
ed, the following review of the libration theory is presented.
Its emphasis is on the physical mechanism that maintains reson-
ances, and its goal is to lay the groundwork for an under-
standing of the evolution process.
In this section, the term "stability" will refer to sta-
bility on the time scale of the librations. As will be shown
in the next sections, gradual evolution due to dissipative
processes can destroy the stability of some resonance config-
urations, so that over the longer time scale such configurations
are not stable.
The stability is a property which, like the symmetry in
the case with no tidal perturbation, can be studied without
solving equations (6). In fact, it is useful to look at the
second derivative of 0. The second derivative reveals whether
a value of 0 will be restored if the system is slightly displaced
from that value. Thus the second derivative can be used to test
for stability.
Taking the derivative of equation (6c) and using "dot"
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notation to signify derivatives with respect to the dimension-
less time, 7, gives
= (j+)A +i k *F(n) cos + /4 F (n) srn
Iu _F r cos ()2 e an
Substituting A and e from equation (6a) and (6b) gives
j ( 1) j+,e) n F 5 in - ( I) 3
) (,, 0F.c o *Co S F , (9)
2- 2e
where two terms have been neglected: One of order AZ which is
small compared to the third term and one of order M , small
compared to the second term.
If we use a mechanical analog, expression (9) may be
regarded as a "force" governing the behavior of a unit mass
along a coordinate 0. The behavior can be understood
by simplifying the force and then, step - by - step, consid-
ering the effects of the various complications.
First consider the behavior of the unit mass with e
and n constant in equation (9) and the " 0 " and " g "
terms absent. The force depends only on . This force
-24-
can be expressed as the negative gradient of a potential
(figure 3),
v = (/j +0)2 -An F () Cos
S(AA n cos 2 (1to)
For small enough values of e, the second term dominates so
there are potential wells with stable points at 0=0 and
=Tr. But for larger values of e the first term is more im-
portant so there exists a critical e-value above which there
is no well at 0=0. (For the Titan-Hyperion case, the critical
value is 0.025. See Section V for further discussion of the
critical value.) The unit mass will librate in a potential
well or, if it has enough energy, will circulate through
values of 0. Its trajectories can be shown qualitatively in
a , phase plane (Figure 4). Symmetry of these trajectories
about O=L- for any integer L and about = 0,
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can be shown by examining the expression d!/d obtained by divid-
ing $ by 4. This expression, which represents the slopes of tra-
jectories on the plane, is odd about 4=L7 and 4=0.
Next consider the effect of adding the "c" term from equation
(9) to the force, still considering e and n constant. Even though
this term does not represent dissipation in the satellite model,
because it is proportional to it has the form of a friction
force in the mechanical analog. However, the coefficient varies
as the sine of 4, so that this term can result in either energy
loss or gain. The unit mass moving through a potential well in
one direction can first lose and then gain energy; moving in the
other direction it will first gain then lose energy. This dis-
torts the phase plane trajectories (Fig. 5), destroying the sym-
metry about $=0. It is readily confirmed by d$/d@ that symmetry
about 4=Lr remains. The stability of the points at the bottoms
of potential wells is not upset by the "4", or "pseudo-friction",
term.
Next consider that e and n in the force vary according to
equations (6a) and (6b).. The unit mass can now be considered to
be moving subject to a variable potential field and friction force.
If the amplitude of libration about 4=0 or ,=r is sufficiently
small, e and n, with variation rates proportional to sin 4, can
have arbitrarily small variation. But it is not necessary to
require that changes in e and n be negligible to have libration.
Even if e and n vary appreciably, the potential wells are main-
tained in most cases (the only exception being the =0 well
-26--
near critical e). Therefore it is possible to have finite lib-
ration.
When the "(3" term is added to complete the force on the
unit mass, the argument, based on symmetry, that libration and
circulation trajectories are distinct from one another, is no
longer possible. This term can be represented, for an instant-
aneous value of n, by a potential term which decreases linearly
with 4. In effect, the potential field is "tilted" toward
positive 4. If the tidal term were sufficiently large, this
tilt could upset the potential wells. But, as shown by Goldreich,
the tides are much too small to destroy stability in this way.
The tilting does offset the potential minima in the wells from
integer multiples of 7 to slightly higher 4 values.
In the case of non-tidal libration, symmetry required that
trajectories in e, 0, n space be closed. There could be no sec-
ular variation of e or n. But with the potential minima shifted
by the tides this claim is not true. For example, libration in
the potential well near f is shifted toward increased 4. Equation
(6a) indicates that one might expect a secular increase in e.
Although consideration of the mechanical analog reveals the
essential properties of the resonance stability, it does not des-
cribe the behavior precisely enough for a study of the process of
capture into libration. However, under the assumption that e and
n are constant in equation (9), the mechanical analog can be used
to describe a capture process (Greenberg, 1970). This assumption
is not physically justified, but it allows a demonstration of how
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disturbing the symmetry of a solution can lead to libration
capture.
Suppose that the unit mass initially circulates through
4-values with negative $. Due to the "tilt" of the potential
field, each potential maximum encountered is higher than the
previous one. Eventually the unit mass must come to rest
momentarily and reverse its direction 6f motion after having
passed through a "final" potential maximum and potential well.
If sufficient energy is lost in the final well, the mass will
not be able to re-surmount the final potential maximum and the
mass will be captured in libration. In fact, for arbitrarily
small energy loss in the final well there is a finite range of
initial conditions which give low enough kinetic energy at the
final potential maximum to permit subsequent capture. That en-
ergy is lost in the potential well with minimum near r (the
"I"-well) is shown by the following argument: Upon entering the
"I" well with negative 4, the mass begins losing energy due to
the pseudo-friction term; after passing f, the mass begins to
gain energy due to pseudo-friction. But for any point 4=7+6
(6>0), $ has a greater absolute value than at 4=i-6, so that
more energy is lost in the well than is gained. Similar con-
siderations show that in the "2rr" well there is a net energy
gain. Thus capture is possible in the "v" well and not in the
"2r" well; i.e. conjunction can be captured into libration
about apocenter but not about pericenter. Of course, any results
obtained for a given 4 also apply for the values 4± 2x which are
physically the same angle.
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For a model of resonance involving an apse of an inner
satellite, the corresponding mechanical analogy permits capture
only in the potential well representing libration about peri-
center. Specifically, the model consists of a massive outer
satellite in circular orbit and a smaller inner satellite. The
inner satellite, while too small to affect the outer one's orbit,
is close enough to the central planet that it undergoes the domin-
ant tidal evolution. According to the mechanical analog, the
resonance variable = (j+l) outer - j . - innecan be
outer inner Inner
captured at "2T" but not at "W". This capture mechanism is con-
sistent with the empirical rule that resonant satellites have con-
junction where their orbits are farthest apart. But because of
the unwarranted assumption that e and n remain constant in the
expression for p, it must not be construed as an explanation of
orbit-orbit resonance capture.
Although not useful for explaining resonance capture, the
mechanical analog has served as a tool to expose the properties
of resonance stability. The results can be interpreted physically
in terms of the force of m I on m2.
The first term on the right side of equation (9), which is
dominant for relatively large e, represents the portion of 5 due
to variation of m2 's mean motion. How does this variation main-
tain the stability of the longitude of conjunction at m2 's
apocenter? Suppose conjunction occurs after m^'s apocenter
but before pericenter. Because their orbits
are converging at this point, the satellites' closest passage
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occurs shortly after conjunction, when mi is slightly ahead of
m2 as viewed from M. So at closest passage, when m has its
greatest influence, its effect is to pull m2 ahead, increasing
m2 s orbital energy, thereby decreasing m2's mean motion. If
the satellites' mean motions were near a (j+l): j commensur-
ability, the longitude of conjunction would have been varying
slowly. Decreasing m2 's mean motion tends to bring the con-
junction longitude back towards apocente -. Similarly, if con-
junction occurs before apocenter, the subsequent increase in
m2's mean motion tends to move the longitude of conjunction
ahead towards apocenter. In this way, as in the mechanical
analog, it is seen that = is the stable resonant condition
for relatively high eccentricity.
For sufficiently low eccentricity, the last two terms in
equation (9), those representing az, are dominant. This re-
flects one's intuition that the orientation of the major axis
for nearly circular orbits is easily varied, an intuition con-
firmed by the fact that o~ e_1 (equation (Ic)). One might
think of the pericenter as having little "inertia" in the low
eccentricity case (Goldreich,1965).
In this case the greatest effect of m1 on m2 is its force
at conjunction, approximated by a radial impulse, -R, which
affects 'z and e2 in the following way (Danby, 1962):
- cos vad t n ,C -e,
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e _- sin Va (lb)
t n a 
n
where v2 is the true anomaly (Appendix A). The effect of a
radial impulse on the orbit of m2 is shown schematically in
Fig. 6. Conjunction at apocenter will cause the apses to
regress (equation (lla) and Fig. 6). In order to have the
conjunction longitude regress at a rate matching 5, the mean
motion ratio, n, must have exactly the right value'(<j/(j+l)). If
conjunction occurs just after apocenter (as at point A in Fig. 6),
e will increase (equation (llb)) causing the apocenter regression
to slow and to allow the conjunction longitude to overtake the
apocenter longitude. If conjunction occurs just before apocenter
(as at point B in Fig. 6), e will decrease, causing apocenter to
regress faster and to overtake the longitude of conjunction. In
this way, the longitude of conjunction is stable at apocenter.
In a similar way, it is stable at pericenter as well. This is
the same result obtained by the mechanical analog approach, where
4=O and c=7 are both stable points for the low e case.
The gradual increase of n due to tidal friction ( <O )
tends to advance the longitude of conjunction or at least to
slow its regression. When libration takes place near apocenter,
the average longitude of conjunction is displaced to an orientation
where the radial impulse increases e (equation (llb)). Thus a
secular increase in e is to be expected, just as indicated by the
mechanical analog.
The essential properties of stable resonance, revealed by
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the mechanical analog and explained by the qualitative physical
interpretation, are consistent with the properties observed in
the solar system. In the Titan-Hyperion resonance, which most
closely resembles the mathematical model, the longitude of con-
junction librates about the apocenter of the outer satellite.
Hyperion presently has a fairly high e as might be expected in
view of the secular increase of e in our model. The libration
involves significant periodic variation of n with wz small,
negative, and nearly constant, just as inight be expected for
a high e resonance.
This approach gives a useful physical interpretation of
previous work, but the important question of capture into lib-
ration has yet to be resolved. Also, more quantitative infor-
mation is needed about resonance properties. These goals can
be achieved with a solution to equations (6).
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IV Solution of the Perturbation Equations
The three non-linear perturbation equations (6) can be
solved analytically by neglecting any effects smaller than
those effects due to the approximations made in the equations'
derivation. At first the variation in n will be ignored.
This approximation is reasonable for very small e and ( since
the right side of equation (6b) will then be very small. Even
for larger e, the solution trajectories obtained in this way
will be valid at least over short seuments on which n varies
insignificantly.
With n constant, it is only necessary to consider equations
(6a) and (6c). The variable r can be eliminated by dividing
these equations to get the single first order differential
equation,
d _ 1 cos 2
de X sin e sin 0
where
This is the equation for a circle in the e,opolar coordinate
plane with center at x=-X, y=O where x and y are the rect-
angular coordinates e cos 0 and e sin 6 respectively (Fig. 7).
The integration constant of the differencial equation, deter-
mined by the initial values of e and 0, gives the circle's
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radius, P. If the radius is large enough for the circle to
enclose the origin, then the trajectory represents circulation
of 1 through 3600 (for example, circle A in Fig. 8). If n is
less than j/(j+l) and ? is too small for circulation then the
center of the circle is at negative x and the trajectory repre-
sents libration about 0=rr (for example, circle B in Fig. 8). If
n is greater than j/(j+l) and P is too small for circulation,
then the center of the circle is at positive x and the trajec-
tory represents libration about C=0 (ap circle E in Fig. 8).
For n approaching j/(j+l), the center of the circle recedes
arbitrarily far from the origin so tha-t in the region of validity
(e small enough for first order analysis) the trajectories ap-
proach straight lines. Thus we have the complete set of solu-
tion trajectories in e,O space for constant n.
Information about the time behavior, which was lost by
eliminating T, can be retrieved in the following way. The
position of the system on a circular trajectory is specified
by its angular elevation, cx, measured from the x-axis at
the center of the circle (Fig.7). By the law of cosines,
X , p2-_ e22 ( 2
2XP
Differentiating with respect to 7,
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- in
-stn ex--- dr
e de
X d-r
Substituting de/dr from equation (6a),
dr XP
But by the law of sines
isin
in by substitution,
So by substitution,
dO.
d r
By definition of X,
d (j+ )) r-j (IL)
Thus motion is uniform on the circular, constant-n trajectories.
For such trajectories, the y-coordinate, e sin 0, is always
less than, or equal to, P. The first term in the expression for
dn/dr (equation (6b)) is proportional to e sin 0. So for a
given value of n, there is a maximum value of P below which the
variation in n due to this first term is insignificant during one
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circuit of the trajectory. Here we can assume that, as will
be shown later, P is small enough that the second term in the
expression for dn/dT never produces significant variation in
n over one circuit. Therefore the constant - n approximation
is valid for sufficiently small ?. The farther n is from
j/(j+l), the more rapidly c> varies (equation (14)) so that
the maximum P value for constant - n validity is increased.
In fact, a trajectory with n well below j/(j+l) and with 2
large enough for 4 circulation (as circle A in Fig. 8) would
represent the behavior of a typical pair of satellites in
non-resonant orbits.
With these results for nearly constant n, it is possible
to make a qualitatively-accurate heuristic prediction of the
evolution of the non-resonant system. Although over one cycle
of the trajectory n does not vary significantly, over a suf-
ficiently large number of cycles the tidal increase of n
becomes importnt. Then, if n starts from below j/(j+l), X
increases (equation (13)) and the center of the circular tra-
jectory moves toward negative x. When the system state has
an x coordinate less than that of the center of the circular
trajectory, moving the center toward lower x values decreases
P ; otherwise, moving the center toward lower x values increases
fr . Thus we expect the net variation of 0o to be less than
the variation in X. The leftward migrating circle eventually
moves so far that it no longer encloses the origin (circle B,
Fig. 8). As this evolution continues, the libration period
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increases (equation (14)). Eventually this period becomes
long enough for the first term on the right side of equation
(6b) to produce significant variation in n during the libration
cycle. The center of curvature of the true e, c trajectory
varies accordingly, distorting the trajectory into the
flattened shape, C (Fig. 8). As the process continues, n
can become greater than j/(j+l) at n's maximum extreme dur-
ing libration, yielding the indented "bean-shaped" tra-
jectory, D (Fig. 8). Ultimate evolution cannot be determined
because the increase in e which accompanies the process even-
tually invalidates the low order e approximations implicit in
equations (6).
A system originally librating about =O according to the
low e mechanism (Circle E, Fig. 8) would have n > j/(j+l).
As n increases due to tides, this trajectory would evolve
leftward, eventually reaching a state of circulation. Thus,
over the long time scale, libration about =O is not stable.
In fact, as we have indicated in Section III, if the
high e mechanism is dominant then the 4=O configuration is
not stable on any time scale. (As stated in Section III, this
contention will be supported quantitatively.) But how does
this contention mesh with our heuristic consideration of e,
4 trajectories? For large e, circular trajectories which
represent libration about Y=O when n is- held constanL are
distorted into trajectories which represent circulation when
n, and subsequently X, is allowed to vary.
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The preceeding heuristic discussion of the evolution of
trajectories is, in fact, confirmed by the following rigorous
solution of equations (6). Expressions for the trajectories
in the e, plane for varying n will be obtained for the case
with no tidal evolution (0=0). Then, the variation of tra-
jectory parameters due to tides will be determined to first
order in 3.
First, T is eliminated by dividing equations (6b) (with
dn,/dt=o) and (6c) by (6a) yielding
dn- -3(J+1)en (150
de
___- +__  n J (I1)
ole --L- F(n) sin e sin
Equation (15a) can be readily solved by separation of variables,
but to facilitate the solution of (15b) and the evaluation of
tidal variation of parameters, n as it appears on the right side
of (15a) will be considered constant. This approximation is
justified by the following argument: The change in e on a tra-
jectory must be less than the maximum e. Therefore the change
in n must satisfy
an < 3(j+ 1) e', n (I )
As long as n is of order of magnitude unity and j is small
(less than about 10), the error due to ignoring An on the
right side of (15a) is smaller than terms ignored in the first
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order e approximation. The constant value of n selected may
be any value, N, that it has on a given trajectory. N is not
a constant of integration. Equation (15a) now takes the form
3 ( + ) eN (17)
Integrating,
The subscripts 0 refer to the "initial" values used to determine
the constant of integration. The "initial" conditions will always
be evaluated at the maximum e value of a trajectory. Intro-
ducing the notation D- n-j/(j+l), which is numerically useful
since n was assumed near j/(j+l) in deriving equations (6),
gives
D = -- (j  ') Ne + Ko (e+)
where
Ko Do+ (J +)e2i (20)
In all calculations the value Of N has been selected to equal
no *
In equation (6a), the function F(n) can be considered con-
stant as long as the error due to ignoring the magnitude of its
variation, ZF, is smaller than the errors due to the other
approximations. Considering the derivation of equation (15b)
from (6a) and (6c), it is apparent that if F can be held con-
stant in (6a), then it can also be held constant in (15b).
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In equation (6a), a term of order i-e was neglected in the
low order e approximation. Therefore, in order to justify
holding F constant, it is required that
IAF-K e (2-1)
For example, consider the j=3 case. According to the slope in
Fig. 2,
JFj 30 Ian) (2-)
where An is bounded by (16). Requirement (21) is satisfied
if e < 0.01. Actually, Requirement (21) is satisfied over
max
a wider range of e values for two reasons suggested by the heu-
ristic solution: First, during most of the evolution n is
below 3/4, so that dF/dn is less than the value 30 used in
(22). Second, Ae is generally much less than emax , so (16)
is a conservative limit on t1n. It will be shown that for
all the trajectories of interest An is small enough that (21)
is satisfied.
With constant F, the definition -E -cos 4 and solution
(19), equation (15b) takes the form
S 2 (j+1) -~(J+c + et K.] ) (3)
ce A F(N) e
or
d(e q) - +(i) [ - (+I) Ne+ K o e
de , F(N)
The solution is
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(j+I)Ko (J N 4 1 -
AA F(N) A - F(N)
where Co is the constant of integration. Fromthe previous dis-
cussion of the various properties of the solution trajectories,
it is clear that if no < j/(j+l) then ( =+i; if no>j/(j+l) then (~o-1.
Therefore,
(j 1 i) K, ea I. (j + ) Ne 
Co -e, s9,n (Do) + (N) F(N)
-F(N) MF(N)
The loci defined by equation (24) on the e, polar plot are, for
various initial conditions, just the types of trajectories pre-
dicted heuristically (Fig. 8).
Plotting Y vs. e for various initial conditions again
shows that libration about 4=r is possible for any eo (within
the limitations of the first order e analysis), but that lib-
ration about ;=0 is impossible for sufficiently large 0*
In Fig. 9, where ,A=10 4 and j=1, for example, libration is
shown to be possible for eo=0.02 but apparently not for e>
0.04. The critical value of e, ec , above which there is no
"potential well" at =0, is readily calculated from equation
(10). For V to be concave upwards at a=0, d2V/d42 must be
positive, i.e. e must be less than
e-f j +t I)r , 1/3
However, the definition of ec is not yet complete, because
we have not specified the value of n for which ec is to be
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evaluated. If $=0 at 4=0, i.e. if X(n)=-e at 4=0, then the
values of e and n will remain fixed. Thus this condition pro-
vides an appropriate choice of n for evaluation of ec . For the
Titan-Hyperion case, e c =0.025; for the case shown in Fig. 9,
ec =0.015. But a case of libration about =0 is shown in Fig.
9 for eo larger than this value. Apparently, during the lib-
ration e can decrease sufficiently to create a potential well
at 4=0, even if such a well does not exist when e=eo .
The function (/Ne) can be used to determine a value of
eo above which even this latter phenomenon is impossible. If
( (e), defined over the range (-oo,+oo) by equation (24), has
a local maximum at (P=-l and e = e (as curve "a" in Fig. 13),
then infinitesimal libration about =0 is possible. At such a
point, d /de=0, which determines Do as a function of eo, and
_ _q_ _ 6(j+i)eon 0
Jez F
which restricts eo  to values less than ec . If dq)/de=O at
eo but eo > ec (as curve "b" in Fig. 10), then (P has a local
minimum at eo , in which case 4 can only librate about 0 if 4)
=-l at some smaller value of e as well as at eo  . But, since
d /de is quadratic in e2 (equations (23) and (24)), l)(e) can
have at most two points of zero slope for e> 0. Therefore, for
libration about $=0, (P must remain less than -1 as e-*0, i.e. Co
must be negative (equation (24)). If Co<O, eo must be less
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than
eoc (3 /2 )(j+I) N i
which is 0.040 for the Titan-Hyperion case and 0.024 for the
case shown in Fig. 9. For a given eo > e the other parameter
Do determines the sign of dq(/de at eo , with the following
consequences: (i) For (dq /de)o>0, the convention that eo
is the maximum e on a trajectory is violated. (ii) For
(d(/de)o=0, 0 (e) must increase monotonically as e decreases below
eo (as curve "c" in Fig. 10). (iii) For (d(P/de)o<0, libration
about 0=0 is possible only if this (/(e) crosses the function
0(e) from (ii) at some e<e o (as curve "d" does in Fig. 10).
But such a crossing is impossible since /0//DDo (obtained
from equation (24)) can only equal 0 at e=eo . We therefore
conclude that libration about0=0 is impossible if eo>eoc.
We next return to the e,o polar plot where all the tra-
jectories are closed and can be specified by a set of two
parameters such as eo and K o . Introducing the slow tidal
evolution destroys the symmetry of the solution so that the
trajectories are not closed, but instead are tight spirals,
each circuit of which closely but not exactly, follows a
closed trajectory solution. The behavior can be approximated
to first order in the tidal effect by calculating the tidal
variation of the trajectory parameters accrued over each closed
cycle and then varying the parameters accordingly for the next
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cycle. This procedure is analogous to the variation of para-
meters technique that is often used in celestial mechanics to
solve Lagrange's planetary equations to first order in the dis-
turbance (Pollard, 1966). There the variation of orbital ele-
ments over an orbit is calculated in terms of the initial values
of the elements.
The equations for the variation of trajectory parameters
can be obtained by differentiating D and q with respect to e.
We must remember that the parameters can no longer be held
constant, i.e. D = D (e, Ko ) and (= (e, K,, eo). Therefore
D _D + rOD dK ( 5)
de t-oe r3 Ko de
Here dD/de, equal to dn/de, is obtained by dividing equation
(6b), with dnl/dt* 0, by (6a) so
dD _ -3 (j+i)en+ ,)
de -aF (N) s i
/OD/Oe is dD/de with Ko held constant, i.e. with no tidal
evolution (( =0). Thus
r0 D/fr e = - 3 (J + i) en
From equation (17), (fD/mDKo = l .  Therefore equation (25)
takes the form
dKO 2n3 r
de MF(N) sin (
which, when integrated cver a closed trajectory, gives the
variation in Fo which is necessary to specify the next trajectory.
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To find the variation of eo , p is differentiated giving
cN' - rW+ y 4K'. + o (27)
de r e ( K, de z eo de
Evaluating the derivatives and partial derivatives, just as
those of D, gives
de. - ( +) (e - e) _ (28)
eK, (28)
de MF(N) + 2 (j +1) e, D, e
To find the variation of parameters with respect to time,
equations (26) and (28) can be multiplied by (6a) giving
d Ko _ (D + (
and
dJ e._= (j ) (e-e) z (3c)
d ,r AF(N) + 2 (j e) eo Do
The change in parameters,AKo and Ae,, over a trajectory cycle
in the e, # plane is obtained by integrating these equations
over one such cycle. The variation in the alternative para-
meter, Do , can be obtained from equation (20). To first
order in (3, ADo= AKo-3N(j+l)eoNeo .
The function D(T), necessary for integration of (29),
i; given by equation (19) yielding
d K - (j1) Nez + K o + (3 (31)
The function e 2(T) which appears on the right sides of (30)
and (31) can be obtained by integrating equation (6a). The
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function n(T) on the right side of (30) can be considered a
constant over one cycle: The neglect of terms of order ep
in (6a) might produce an error in the value of e2 as large as
2
e 2 T where T is the period of one cycle, while the change in
n over one cycle, according to equation (6b), must be less than
about eFT. Therefore, the error due to ignoring An on the
right side of (30) is smaller than errors due to previous approx-
imations. With n-variation insignificant,
de 0 (j+ ) (e -e ) N(3  (3 2)
dr AF (N) + 2 (j + 1) eo D
To integrate equations (31) and (32) the function e2 (T)
is needed. This function is obtained by integrating the following
equation, obtained from (6a) and the constant F approximation:
-C(e) - AF(N) esinq (33)
di
These integrations have been performed numerically The inte-
gration was simplified by using the symmetry of the trajectories.
Thus it was necessary to integrate (31) and (32) only over one
half of each trajectory (the upper half) and double the re-
sulting parameter changes. The integration technique makes
use of the fact that a trajectory can be approximated by a
sequence of arc segments with n constant along each. On each
arc segment the integration can be performed analytically and
the results can be added to obtain the required integrals over
the entire trajectory. This technique is quite efficient because
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many trajectories are nearly circular and.thus require few
integration steps.
The integral needed for evaluation 6f the parameter
variation is
Suppose a trajectory has initial conditions T=T o , D=Do< 0,
e=eo and = o =u. A particular arc segment is entered at
time T1 when
1
D, = Do + (J+i)'N(eJ- e )
and
where the subscript 1 denotes quantities evaluated at time
T,. The radius of the arc segment is given by the law of
cosines (Fig. 7):
= e + e, X(D,) cos , X (D)
On the arc,, and D1 are constant and motion is uniform
according to equation (1lf). Therefore
O, (J+I)D-(r P -i)
The constant o-1 can be evaluated using the conditions at
Ti,
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..~rr-x.r.rr^-icl --~.~~L"-~"^LLCU1"IIY --~
, I= +)-D, - - 6
where the law of sines gives 11 as
O( = sin Sin ;)
The ambiguity of the inverse sine function is resolved by
noting that
O<o< -- if X _ e cos (
otherwise.
On the arc, by the law of sines,
e sin 1 = sin c
: ~,(S J+i ).i, (I-.))
Equation (33) thus becomes
(ez)  _s vF ,((j+,)D, (1--,))
dr
which is readily integrated giving
e = e + F cos((j+1)D (',- )) -Tos MC(J+ ,)D,
This expression can be integrated analytically to give
Ie (-
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or
IL: I, + (r e, - 0 e- " , c,)' o + [sn ((jir1 O c--i)) - si( ',
Performing a sequence of such integrations over short arc
segments was a straightforward process. The only difficulty
lay in determining arc lengths short enough to give results
with the required numerical precision. At first the arc
lengths were chosen by requiring the actual An on an arc, given
by equation (18), to be smaller than the high order e terms
neglected in equations (6a) and (6c). However, this requirement
was not sufficiently strong, because intolerable errors
accumulated over the large number of segments required to
generate some trajectories. Instead, the segments were made
short enough that the trajectories generated by the sequence of
arcs matched the locus of equation (24) to the accuracy of
that equation. It was found experimentally that further shorten-
ing the segments produced no change in the evolution behavior.
From equations (31) and (32) we find the variation in the
parameters over each trajectory to be given by
K0  -r3 [- N (I e-T)+ (K. j+ ]
and
eo (N) -e
><F(N)+2 (j+l)eo D
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These changes in parameters are used to determine the next
trajectory and the process can then be repeated.
For tidal dissipation smial] enough to justify this variation
of parameters approach, the character of the evolution is in-
dependent of (3. Only the rate of evolution varies, and it
varies in proportion to P. For numerical purposes it is
desirable to use the largest value of P possible in order to
minimize the number of trajectory cycles over which the in-
tegration must be performed. Once the evolution is found, its
rate can then be adjusted according to estimates of the true
value of 3. In fact, P is not constant over a complete
evolution, since the semi-major axis of ml's orbit and possibly
Q' (equation (7)) are not constant.
Whether a particular value of (3 was suitable for the linear
approximation was determined experimentally: Each evolution
was repeated with a much smaller (-value (one-tenth and/or
one-hundreth of the first value) to check that the only change
was a proportionate decrease in the evolution rate.
The evolution evaluated for several initial trajectories,
j-values and ,i-values was substantially the same as that pre-
dicted heuristically. One property that had not been predicted
was the increase, followed by a decrease, in trajectory periods
which occurred in each case. Some typical evolutions are shown
in Figures 11-14.
In each case considered, the variation in F over any closed
trajectory, calculated using equation (18), was small enough that
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it could be ignored according to criterion (21). If this had
not been the case, the function (P(e,eo ,K o ) could have been
evaluated by numerical integration. Not having an analytic
solution for q would complicate the evaluation of /D3(//Deo
and 0 /rKo in equation (27), but the evaluation would not
be impossible. One could simply change each of the parameters
slightly, calculate the new functions [ and subtract to approx-
imate the differential changes in ). A more elegant, and pro-
bably more accurate, approach would be to note the following
relationship:
_ _1 __ -e (P/C1e) JlP
de Y d e.
This can be demonstrated in the following way: Equation
(23) can be written as
de
There is a solution of the form (-= / l(e, eo , Ko ). For a
slightly different constant of integration, eo + seo , the
solution will be p+&' , i.e.
de + b) f e, (P S(P K
and
As eo approaches zero, e. also approaches zero, so thatK
As 8 e0 approaches zero, o45 also approaches zero, so that
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de
Ss~I., (P= Y(e
= (e, (, K.) +
, e., K,) +
or,
(0f)
and
Seo
Taking the derivative of this last equation with respect to
and equating the two expressions for d(s('b)/de gives
tDf (p=(0(/) Seo i 0 eo,
But, since f=
(P de 8a o
-J
ie (-2 yo}(z) e
which by the definition of partial differentiation is
identical to equation (34).
Differential equation
First, equation (23) gives
(34) can be solved for /3(P/f 0 o.
/e (de D/D)e 8 e )
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Cd~
de
and
I'
(n rC
n eo. C) eo
(P C
e,
d/de,
je ( P)
so equation (34) becomes
de ee, k eo)
Solving this equation yields
ra (P_ e, (
with the initial condition given by
Similarly, a differential equation for 0(10/ik o can be
found. Solving these equations analytically for ~(rJ/OKo and
n/De o with F held constant gave the same results as direztly
differentiating equation (24). However in cases where F varies
significantly, the differential equation for () /(K0 will need
to be solved numerically. In conclusion, even if the constant-F
approximation were invalid, one could still use the variation of
parameters method to determine the resonance evolution.
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V DISCUSSION OF THE SOLUTION
The solution of the perturbation equations is completely
consistent with the resonance properties discussed in Section
III: Libration in the "4=T" potential well for low eccentricities
is characterized by nearly constant n and oscillation of e values
with extrema at 4=r. There is a secular increase in e, as well
as in n, due to tidal dissipation. The relatively high e re-
sonance which evolves is characterized by oscillation of n and
relatively constant e over a libration. The behavior with
tidal evolution of the libration period, first increasing aInd
then decreasing is also consistent with the qualitative inter-
pretation of resonance behavior: As e increases from near
zero the depth of the "4=r" potential well first decreases
and then increases (equation (10)), i.e. the restoring force
first decreases and then increases, giving the observed vari-
ation in libration period. Another essential point of con-
sistency between the analyses of Section III and IV is that
libration about 4=O, although possible for low e is not possible
for relatively high e.
The solution in Section IV goes an important step beyond
confirmation of the discussion of Section III. In Section IV
we actually described the process of capture of a circulating
system into libration. The initially circulating trajectory
is typified by nearly constant n and oscillating e. As the
trajectories evolve toward libration the value of spends
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more time near 7. Also, the amplitude of the e oscillation
increases until the minimum of e approaches zero. After the
system enters libration, the minimum of e increases.
The capture behavior can be explained qualitatively in
light of the low e libration mechanism. Initially n is well
below j/(j+l) so that the longitude of conjunction circulates
relative to the apses of the outer satellite in the direction
opposite the direction of motion of the satellites. As con-
junction passes apocenter, the apses regress (equation (lla)
and Fig. 6) slowing, but not reversing, the relative motion of the
conjunction longitude. Over each circulation e decreases with
maximum rate when conjunction occurs at v2= 900 and increases
with maximum rate when conjunction occurs at vz= 2700 (equation
(llb) and Fig. 6). The gradual tidal increase of n slows the
circulation allowing the amplitude of the variation of e to
increase. Eventually the circulating conjunction passes
apocenter and enters the zone of decreasing e (equation (llb))
so slowly that the value of e becomes small enough for apocenter
to regress even faster than the longitude of conjunction.
Apocenter overtakes conjunction, but before the apocenter
regresses 900 beyond the conjunction longitude, its regression
rate will decrease (equation (11a)) enough to allow conjunction
to re-pass it. Thereafter the low e resonance mechanism main-
tains the libration.
According to this .model, for initially low e and after
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sufficient tidal evolution, capture into resonance is inevitable.
The small e approximations are adequate for the critical process
of capture and for much of the subsequent evolution. But,
since e increases with time, predictions concerning the ulti-
mate evolution will require an analysis to higher order in e.
Analytic consideration of capture from initially high e
circulation would also require retention of higher order e
terms. The qualitative approach presents no mechanism for
capture directly into the high e type of resonance. Initially
the longitude of conjunction would circulate relative to the
major axis. The rate of circulation would oscillate as n
oscillates and would slow as n increases tidally. Eventually
the circulation stops and reverses direction, but there is no
apparent mechanism for capture into libration. Franklin (1972) has
analyzed numerically the tidally-evolving restricted three-
body problem and has found capture occurring for initially
very small e, but not for initially larger e. His model was
essentially the same as ours, but his analysis did not require
neglect of high order e terms or of short-period terms. How-
ever, greatly exaggerated tidal evolution was used to speed
the computation. Thus insufficient numerical work has been
done to determine the dependence of capture on the initial value
of e.
Is it reasonable to assume that Hyperion's initial eccen-
tricity was low enough to permit the evolution described by our
model? Most satellites do have very small eccentricities. But
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since these satellites are generally the ones closest to their
"parent" planets, it is quite plausible that their orbits were
circularized by tidal evolution (Goldreich, 1963). This argu-
ment certainly does not support the contention that Hyperion's
e was small toward the end of the solar system's formative
period. On the other hand, the process of satellite formation
or the presence of a viscous medium in the early solar system
may have tended to lower the eccentricities. Thus the initial
conditions used in our model may be quite realistic.
Not only does the evolution described in Section IV begin
with credible initial conditions, but the behavior which
evolves is similar to that of the present Titan-Hyperion re-
sonance. In this libration the oscillation of the various
elements is given by the following expressions (Woltjer,
1928).:
01800 + 360sin 4-
e 2 0.104 - 0.004 cos -&
a 2  (1 - 0.003 cos -) (ao/1.oo3)
where O varies with -a mean motion of 0.562 0 /day, corresponding
to a libration period of 640 days. Since Titan's orbital period
is 15.95 days, 640 days corresponds to an increase in T of 250.
The Titan-Hyperion libration trajectory on the e, polar plane is
thus an extreme bean shape with pronounced mean motion vari-
ation but neatly constant e, just the type of libration that
would evolve according to the tidal dissipation model. It has
not been possible to match exactly the behavior of the Titan-
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Hyperion resonance with this model because of the approximations
used. However, the qualitative similarity lends support to the
model's evolution process.
Before this process is accepted as a possible mechanism for
resonance capture in the Titan-Hyperion case, the time scale
must be considered. Goldreich (1965) has written that the
Titan-Hyperion resonance probably was not formed through tidal
evolution since for his value of Q', 6 to 7 x 104 , the mean
motion ratio cannot have evolved from a value more than two
percent from 3/4 in the solar system's age (5xl09yr.). According to
our model, however, evolution from a state of circulation to
a high e resonance can occur with very little change in n. For
example, in the evolution illustrated in Fig. 14, just before
libration capture the value of n is less than 0.015 below 3/4
and after high e resonance is reached the average value is still
below 3/4.
It is possible that such an evolution of the Titan-Hyperion
system did occur since the time required for the evolution from
first capture to libration with the present value of eo is on
the order of the solar system's age. This can be shown by noting
that for (3=2x10-7 , the evolution (Fig. 14) requires about 2500
cycles of the e, trajectory. During each cycle, T increases
by approximately 75. For the present period of Titan, an in-
crease in T of 75 requires about 200 days; for the smaller periods
in the past, even less. Therefore, the evolution requires less
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than 5 x 105 days. The present value of ( for Titan, evaluated
with Goldreich's value of Q' by equation (7), is about 10- 14
In the past, with Titan closer to Saturn, 3 would have been
slightly larger. Using the value (=10 -1 4 the evolution would
require about 2 x 1010 years. Since the age of the solar system
10is on the order of 0.5 x 10 years, Goldreich was apparently
correct in that Titan and Hyperion would have had to have been
near resonance, if not actually in libration, when the tidal
evolution began. Our model does suggest that even if they had
been further from commensurability, given sufficient time a
resonance would have evolved.
Since the model Goldreich used to evaluate Q' is highly
simplified, his value could be several times too high (or too
low). A lower value would bring the time of evolution of our
model to less than the solar system's age. Perhaps Goldreich's
most questionable assumption was that Mimas, whose evolution
controls the lower limit of Q', evolved tidally to its pre-
sent semi-major axis without interaction with other satellites.
Yet we know that Mimas and Tethys are locked in a resonance which
requires Mimas to transfer energy to Tethys in order to main-
tain the commensurability. Also, perhaps, a resisting medium
may have opposed Mimas' secular acceleration. Either of these
effects, if neglected would result in an over-estimate of Q'.
Another assumption was that the satellites are all of the same
age. If, in fact, Titan is older than the inner satellites,
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Goldreich's lower limit for Q' would be too high. In addition,
we have no information about the dependence of Q' on time, ampli-
tude, or frequency which could have increased Titan's evolution
rate relative to Mimas'. The very fact that our model provides
a plausible explanation of orbit-orbit resonance capture itself
suggests that Goldreich's Q' may be too large. On the other
hand, since our model is also a rather simplistic representation,
it is quite possible that even with Goldreich's Q' the real
Titan-Hyperion system evolved more rapidly than, but by the
same principles as, our model.
The actual Titan-Hyperian case differs from the model in
several respects. For example, the eccentricity of Hyperion, e,
is so large that a model using only lowest order e terms is of
dubious value. Fortunately, according to our tidal evolution
theory, the critical phases of the evolution occurred at much
lower values of e than the present value. Another shortcoming
in the model is the circular orbit of the inner satellite; Titan
actually has an orbital eccentricity of 0.029. There is a long
period term in the disturbing function with argument 4X2-3X1-W 1
and coefficient on the order of el which produces oscillations
in the value of e2 and 4, with amplitudes 0.024 and 140, res-
pectively, in addition to the oscillation due to the librating
critical term (Woltjer, 1928). The period of these variations is
about 19 years. In light ,,f our qualitative description of the
mechanism of capture and evolution, it seems reasonable to
assume that these periodic effects average to zero. A
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rigorous consideration of these terms is left for the future.
Similarly, the periodic disturbing function terms due to solar
and other satellite perturbations should be considered rigorously.
An aspect of the Saturnian system which is not included
in the mathematical model, but which has secular effects on
satellite orbits, is the oblateness of the planet. Using the
lowest order term of the disturbing function due to the non-
spherical shape of the planet, the secular variation is given
by (Danby-, 1962):
ci £2 3 n,J_
clt 2
d 3 n,J,
dit a2
The constant J2 is given by J2= JA2 where J=0.025 (Jeffreys,
1954) and A, the equational radius of Saturn is 6.04 x 104 km.
Equations (6a) and (6b) are not affected, but the formula for
the variation of must be altered to include the planet's
oblateness. Equation (5) requires the additional term
ckt () j3 t IJ _ 3r 2
Evaluated with present values for the Titan-Hyperion case,
d t / o~ATeONESS
According to Goldreich, the distance of these satellites pro-
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bably has not varied very much over the age of the solar system,
so this last relationship has probably been valid throughout the
resonance evolution. This term is as small as high order e terms
already ignored in equation (5). Specifically, terms of order
ml/M have already been neglected and for Titan, m!/M = 0.00025.
Moreover, the oblateness term does not cdisturb the symmetry of
the solution of equations (6) as the tidal term does. Therefore,
a model which neglects oblateness can still be a valid repre-
sentation of resonance behavior in the Titan-Hyperion case.
In terms of the qualitative description of resonance
stability and evolution, there is no reason to expect the
oblateness to affect the mechanism. The equilibrium values
of d~wj/dt and n will be altered to sore small degree but the
description remains substantially unaltered.
Although the mathematical model is not an exact description
of any real resonance, it has served its intended purpose. By
its simplicity, it has permitted an analytic solution which
reveals a mechanism of resonance capture and evolution.
VI APPLICATION TO OTHER RESONANCES.
The Simplifications used to obtain an analytic solution
and qualitative description of resonance capture and evolution
are less valid for the other known solar system resonances
than for the Titan-Hyperion case. Even so, the model helps
provide insight into the underlying mechanisms.
In the Enceladus-Dione case, where the outer satellite
of the pair, Dione, is only 10 to 20 times as massive as the
inner one (Jeffreys, 1953) and where a third satellite Mimas,
half as massive as Dione, is in an orbit between the other two,
a model that only considers orbital perturbations on Enceladus
due to Dione can hardly be expected to be valid for determining
satellite behavior in detail. However, since a tenable
qualitative interpretation is possible, such a model is use-
ful. Moreover, in one respect a simplified model in this case
is actually more realistic than in the Titan-Hyperion case:
the eccentricities of Enceladus and Dione (0.0044 and 0.0022,
respectively, according to Allen, 1963) are small enough to
justify the low eccentricity approximations.
The model again consists of a planet, of mass M, with
two satellites mI and m2 with o= a1/a2 < I. In this case,
however, ml<< m2 << M and e2 <K el<< 1. The resonance variable
to be investigated is 4=2X 2-XA- '1. Re-taining only the cri-
tical and secular terms of the disturbing function, R, on m1
due to m2 and these terms only to first order in el, and sub-
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stituting R into equations (1) yields
en 1 (M) F(r) cos (35o)
de, M
de = 3 (Oi)Rn) sin q) (535)
dr a '(W
where dTrndt, n>1 is the ratio of the orbital periods, and the
dimensionless function
is obtained from the coefficient of the critical disturbing
function term.
To include the effect of tidal dissipation, an add-
itional term must be included in equation (35c). For this
model, it is not obvious whether n increases or decreases due
to tidal evolution, since both satellites may raise significant
tides: the outer one by its larger mass and the inner one by
its closeness to the primary. As was seen in the Titan-
Hyperion model, the sign of the tidal variation in n is critical
in determining the type of resonance formed. In that case,
the sign permitted capture "f into libration about 1800 and
not 00. In the Enceladus-Dione case, the tidal variation of
n is computed by noting that
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d o1 cl 2 dI
d2I (di TA- t )TIDAL
and evaluating this quantity by equation (7). It is, in fact,
negative for Jeffreys' (1953) values of the satellites' masses
or for any values within his error brackets;,the evolution of
the inner satellite predominates. Because (dn/d)tida is
negative, in the past, as well as in the present, the closeness
of Enceladus to the primary dominated over the massiveness of
Dione in determining the sign of this term.
The equations (35) with the tidal term are similar to
those of the Titan-Hyperion model. They can be solved in the
same way as in Section III or, by L.etting D=1-n and =+T,2
they can be put in exactly the same form as the Titan-Hyperion
equations. Therefore can be captured into libration about
00, its present observed state, but not into libration about
1800.
The qualitative description of the capture process remains
substantially unaltered from the Titan-Hyperion case. Al-
though here the important perturbing forces are opposite in
sign to what they were in that case, this sign reversal is
compensated by the 1800 shift in the longitude of conjunction.
This model, despite its gross assumptions, seems to explain
the mechanism of the capture process.
In the case of Mimas and Tethys, (which, as described in
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Section I, involves orbital inclination rather than eccentricity),
the qualitative explanation remains opaque. Although Tethys is
about 16 times as massive as Mimas (Jeffreys, 1953), unlike the
previous cases there is no justification for ignoring the per-
turbations on the larger satellite by the smaller one: Con-
junction librates about the average of the longitudes of the
ascending nodes of both satellites, not just a particular point
on the orbit of the smaller one, as in eccentricity-type
resonances. To investigate this case Allan (1970) considered
the mutual interactions, but his model was too complicated to
reveal details of the capture process or even the qualitative
mechanism of the resonance. Roy and Ovenden (1955) suggested
that the explanation might involve a periodic return to a
"mirror configuration" (a configuration with each mass moving
perpendicular to its position vector relative to the system's
center of mass) with conjunction 900 from their mutual nodes.
This suggestion is based on the mirror theorem, which states
that if a mirror configuration is reached more than once, then
it is reached periodically, and on the observation that con-
junction occurring at an apse, which happens periodically in
eccentricity type resonance, is a mirror configuration. But
the details of such an explanation remain-to be discovered.
Despite these serious reservations about the validity of
the approximations used in our analysis, a simple model of the
Mimas-Tethys case does show capture into this type of resonance.
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In this model, M >>m2 >> ml, el=e2=0 , a2>al i1<<l, i<<l and
-E412-2Xj1 - 1-E 2. Considering m2's orbit to be fixed and using
a procedure similar to the previous models gives the variation
equations
d = - - -- Fcos
di, _ -fm 1 LZ F sin
and
j - M J_ }TIPAL
where n> 1,T and F<0O have their usual definitions. As in the
Enceladus-Dione case, the inner satellite's tidal evolution
is dominant so the tidal term in the last equation is negative.
These equations are in exactly the same form as the Enceladus-
Dione equations, so can be captured into libration about 0P,
its currently observed state. But unless a qualitative under-
standing of this mechanism is achieved, the success of such a
simple model must be regarded as coincidental.
Attempts to apply such a simple model to the Galilean
satellite resonance as it exists today would also be un-
founded. This resonance involves the mutual interactions of
three satellites of comparable mass: Io (7.3 x 102 gm.),
Europa (4.75 x 1025 gm.) and Ganymede (15.4 x 10 gim.).
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(See Allen, 1963.) But assuming with Goldreich that the
satellites originally evolved into near-commensurability by
tidal evolution, it is reasonable to suppose that two satellites
first reached a stable commensurability before a third joined
them, rather than that all three satellites reached near-
commensurability simultaneously. The development of the pre-
sent configuration may have involved a succession of captures
qualitatively the same as in the simple eccentricity-type
resonance model.
The mechanism of resonance capture revealed by our simple
model lends plausibility to the hypothesis that satellite
commensurabilities could have evolved since the formation of
the solar system or at least since the planetary environment
became substantially the same as it is today. However, tidal
dissipation, which is essential to this model of satellite
evolution, is not applicable to the planetary orbit-orbit
resonances, specifically the Neptune-Pluto and the many
asteroid-Jupiter cases. Unless these resonances were formed
by chance or by some unknown property of the cosmogonical
process, their evolution probably depended on some energy-
dissipating mechanism not present in the solar system today.
The medium of the early solar nebula may have provided such
a mechanism by viscous drag. A study of models incorporating
this alternate dissipation might provide constraints on con-
ditions in the early solar system, and may provide an expla-
nation for the existence of the planetary resonances.
The Neptuhe-Pluto resonance is qualitatively very similar
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to the Titan-Hyperion case and to the simple model which gave
equations (6). The inner planet of the pair is about 200 times
as massive as the outer one (Ash, Shapiro and Smith, 1971), and
its orbit is nearly circular with eccentricity 0.0085 (Allen,
1963). Conjunction librates about Pluto's apocenter
with an amplitude of 760, apparently governed by the high eccen-
tricity mechanism of Section II: Pluto's orbital eccentricity
(0.25) is nearly constant and the value of n oscillates signifi-
cantly during libration (Cohen and Hubbard, 1965). The high
eccentricity of Pluto casts grave doubt on the validity of the
first order e approximation, unless, as in the Titan-Hyperion
case, a model can be found in which cLtical stages of evolution
occur at much lower values of e.
The evolution of orbits with viscous dissipation could be
studied in much the same way as with tidal energy loss, i.e.
by computing the variation of parameters of closed non-dissi-
pative state trajectories. This dissipative mechanism would not
only tend to vary n but would also tend to lower directly the
eccentricity of Pluto. There would be an extra dissipation term
in equation (6a) as well as in (6b). Because the variation of
parameters technique is linear in the dissipative terms, the tra-
jectory variation due to extra terms in each equation can be con-
sidered separately and then added. The parameter variation due
to the extra dn/dT term would be the same as for tidal evolution
(equations (29) and (30)). The parameter variation due to the
extra de/dr termcan be derived in a similar manner. If the
de/dl term due to dissipation is es , then the parameter
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variation is given by
dKo _ 3 (j+ l)en
dr
and
Jeo _ 2Do  dK,
dr 3N (F + 2 (j ) eD) d r
This evolution was examined for the very simple case where the
mean motions were assumed to vary in such a way that
(dan/dr),ss I, = 0. Thus the only variation in parameters was given
by these last two equations. Considering evolution backwards in
time from a high e resonance, e becaue even larger and circu-
lation was not reached. Whether any .odel using viscous dissi-
pation can explain the Neptune-Pluto resonance capture remains in
doubt.
An alternate dissipative mechanism might have been provided
by the passage of another star close to the solar system. The
details of such a capture process have yet to be considered.
No discussion of the Neptune-Pluto dynamics can be complete
without considering the possibility that Pluto was a satellite of
Neptune, ejected through tidal friction and interaction with Nep-
tune's other satellite, Triton (Lyttleton, 1936; Goldreich and
Soter, 1966). In that case, Pluto's initial orbit about the sun
could not display the resonance libration which now prevents
calamitous close passage to Neptune. If a dissipative process
could not produce a resonance in time, Pluto would again pass
close enough to Neptune to have its orbital elements drastically
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altered. Repeated near collisions with Neptune might eventually,
by chance, yield a resonant orbit with very high libration ampli-
tude. (Recall that for a high e resonance, libration can be as
much as +180*). A dissipative process would then need only to
reduce the amplitude somewhat in order to prevent another "cata-
strophic" near collision with Neptune. The dissipative mechanism
would only need to act for a relatively short time to stabilize
the resonance. Before embracing such a. scenario, one should
give careful consideration to the probability of near collisions
producing resonant orbits, as well as to details of the dissi-
pation mechanism.
The asteroid resonances, too, may have formed by chance.
In the large population of minor planets, a random distribution
of orbital elements may have produced some resonances. Then,
perhaps, any asteroids which had orbits passing close to Jupi-
ter's, but not protected from collision by resonance, were re-
moved (Marsden 1970). On the other hand, as in our model for
tidal evolution, some mechanism may have tended to produce
resonances. Marsden (1970) has speculated that some resonant
asteroids may be former comets:
Non-gravitational forces acting on them as comets
would provide a mechanism for getting them into
permanent libration; after they ceased to be comets
the non-gravitational forces would no longer be
acting and they would be captured. But this me-
chanism could not easily produce the majority of
the librating planets - the Trojans, Thule and
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the Hildas - because the motions of comets are at
best only very slightly affected by such forces
at the necessary heliocentric distances.
The non-gravitational forces which are observed to act on comets
are, according to Whipple's (1950) Icy-conglomerate model, due
to recoil from evaporation of sun-melted ices. Other forces
that might have provided a mechanism for resonance formation are
those due to inter-asteroidal collisions or the dissipative
forces already suggested in regard to planetary resonances.
Ideally, a resonance evolution model for the minor planets would
also account for the statistical distribution of asteroids about
resonant mean motion values (Jefferys, 1967). Whether any evo-
lution model for the minor planets can be worked out in detail
remains to be seen.
In this discussion of known resonances in the solar system,
certain classes of commensurability have been conspicuously absent.
For example, there are no commensurabilities of the form (j+1):j
for j greater than 3. This is readily understood in light of
the libration mechanism discussed in Section III: Conjunction
occurs less frequently than for smaller j commensurabilities so
the restoring force is effectively weakened. Mathematically,
this weakness is reflected in the following way: As j increases,
(j+i): j approaches 1:1. Thus, for large.j, terms of the expand-
ed disturbing function (equation (2)) with h,= -h. can no longer
be dismissed as "short-period" as they were in our analysis.
Since the latter terms are of zeroth order in e, the critical
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term for the (j+l): j commensurability, with a coefficient of
first order in e, is too small to maintain the resonance. Nor
are there stable commensurabilities of the form (j+k): j for
integer k>l. For this ratio of orbital periods, there would be
k different longitudes of conjunction. For example, if one sa-
tellite made 3 revolutions for another's one, their second con-
junction would take place 1800 away from their first. The
coefficients of critical terms for such resonances have the sum
of the exponents of eccentricities and inclinations equal to
k or larger. These resonances would thus be 'very weak. Some
comets are at present in libration about commensurabilities with
Jupiter with k>l, but due to the weakness of the "critical"
terms compared to other long-period terms of the disturbing func-
tions, these librations are only temporary (Marsden, 1970).
In summary, important steps have been taken toward under-
standing the origin of orbit-orbit resonances, while several
intriguing problems remain. Specifically, a new view of the phy-
sical mechanism has been presented by considering the effects on
the longitude of conjunction and on the orientation of the
major axis of the strong perturbation forces near conjunction.
For the first time, a realistic process of satellite resonance
capture has been analyzed. In order to apply this process to
real satellite systems, the simplications necessary for this ana-
lysis have been justified in light of the physical view of the
resonance mechanism. Still, further verification of the validity
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of the various approximations would be desirable and this may
require numerical analysis of more realistic models. No satis-
factory analysis has yet been made of any process of planetary
resonance evolution. The various alternatives suggested here
need to be studied carefully, perhaps making use of the tech-
niques used in our satellite resonance analysis. A viable model
of planetary resonance development might aid in the reconstruc-
tion of the origin and evolution of the solar system.
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Appendix A
Definitions of Orbital Elements
In order to summarize the celestial mechanical terminology
and define the notation used in the text, the following defin-
itions are provided. For a more detailed discussion the reader
should use a reference such as Danby (1962).
The figure of a satellite's orbit can be specified by its
eccentricity, e, which determines the orbit's shape, and its
semi-major axis, a, which determines its size. The plane of
the orbit is usually specified by its inclination, i, to the
inertial reference plane and the longitude of the ascending node,
1L, i.e. the angular position on the reference plane of the
point in the orbit where the satellite ascends across the refer-
ence plane. The orientation of the ellipse on its own plane
is given by w, the angle between the line of the ascending node
and the line from focus to pericenter. The longitude of peri-
center, W=-e- 2, can be used instead of w. It is particularly
useful when i=O and the nodes are not well-defined. The position
on the orbit can be given by the true anomaly, v, the angular
position measured from pericenter in the direction of motion.
Since real satellites move in continually perturbed orbits,
these orbital elements refer only to the instantaneously "oscu-
lating" orbit which would ensue if the perturbing forces could
be suddenly eliminated.
The mean motion, n, the time averaged angular velocity on
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the orbit is related to the semi-major axis in unperturbed
elliptical motion by Kepler's third law, n 2 a 3 =G(M+m), where
G is the gravitational constant and M and m are the central
body and satellite masses respectively. Thus n can be used as
an alternative to a as an orbital element.
The mean anomaly, ',7, defined as the product of the mean
motion and the time after pericenter passage, can be used in-
stead of v to specify position on the orbit. Another alter-
native is to use the mean longitude, X=>+. At a given time,
the position on the orbit can also be specified by the mean
longitude at epoch, C, defined by
t
X= Sondt +C.
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Appendix B
The Disturbing Function
In the Newtonian two-body problem, the motion of point, or
non-colliding spherical, masses m. and m3 is governed by their
gravitational interaction, according to the following formulae:
mzr = -G.,m-r3 r- r (B.la)
•M3- -Gmm 3  - 3 (B.lb)
Where the vectors r. and r. give the positions of m. and m3
relative to a non-accelerating reference frame and rz3 = rz- .
In terms of the gravitational force function,U Gmam 3r.
equations (B.1) can be expressed as
m, = Ui -.= , (B.2)
where L + + k
If the origin of the coordinate system is chosen at the center
of mass of the system so that mr,+ mr,= 0, then equations
(B.1) become
( ) (B.3a)
r,.3
3 =-Gm - (B. 3b)
If m 3 is the dominant body, as M in the mathematical model of
Section II, it is convenient to use (primed) coordinates with
origin at the center of m 3 , so that
r Fr - F (B.4)
or, by the definition of the center of mass,
= r (B.5)
Taking the second derivative of (B.5) and substituting (B.3a)
gives
r = -( +I) r2n (B.6)
which has the well-known conic section solutions.
In the case of three bodies, mi , m2 and m 3 , the gravi-
tational force function is given by
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rO- r) + r_,_ Y_ 4U AL------ -
r,, r, 2
(B.7)
and the equations of motion are the same as equations (B.2)
with i = 1i, 2 or 3. For m.,
V2 , M()r + (a_ n3  14 ) I _____M2 r2 V2. V2 + G, rSrt tr\3 r,, (B.8)
Defining U' as the last term in U and noting that the second
term on the right side of (B.8) is zero gives
r, -- - +,3 V7U ' (B.9)
Recalling the definition of primed coordinates,
mrL r (B.10)
Similarly,
+Gm 2 + 0nGm, r3 3
r,2
(B.11)
Substituting r" and rz from (B.10) and (B.11) into the identity
r. = rz - r3 gives
r I U
rr
~I - I'mr. . r., - '--' v (B. 12)
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Comparing this expression to equation (B.6), it is apparent that
the last two terms represent the disturbing acceleration due to
the introduction of i,: The U'term represents the direct force
on mL due to m, and the last, or "indirect", term represents
the effect on m 3 , the origin of the primed coordinate system,
due to m,. The potential which corresponds to the disturbing
acceleration is
R~- C'_ (B.13)
as can be confirmed by showing that the gradient of R equals the
disturbing acceleration:
.-- 8
,23
--- t
= CU' - m , Q.E.D.
As there is no further need for the inertial reference frame,
the prime notation may be abandoned. All coordinates will refer
to an origin at the center of ms3 , from here on. In terms of the
angle, S, between vectors r, and ra, elements in the expression
for R become
(r r 2 (B.14)
in \ '
and r, - =  r, r2 cos S
The expansion of R into the form used in the text may
be done following any number of schemes. As an example the
method outlined by Moulton (1914) is next summarized.
By the law of cosines,
COs S cos (u, - cI(,-)su,-S(-oS (B.15)
where I angle between the two satellites' orbital planes
u o + v (Appendix A)
T =-angle between the line of the ascending node of
an orbit and the intersection of the two satel-
lites' orbital planes.
Using well-known trigonometric formulae,
cos S z cos (,-u,+ -r,) - 2 sI< (u,-,) s5ln (I/2) sl,-) (B.16)
Therefore,
R/Gm, ri + r - Zrr02co5 -U
r . r - 2 r, rcos (,k - , + 7-1 - 2 )7
S o.~s 
.
- i ~-uj(B 17)
The expression in brackets,{}, can be expanded in a converging
power series in sin 2 (I/2) if the fraction is less than 1.
Since the fraction is less than
4 r, r , sin' (I/2)
and since we are concerned with cases with I very small, this
condition is satisfied. It should be noted, however, that even
for small I, convergence may be slow or impossible if r, and r 2
are nearly equal. Expanding the disturbing function gives
R/G , r= +r, r,,-,0 u -U, +o ir,- -, ) ]-
S- 3/2
,, 2 r n ( U1---, Sin 2. Sh (I/2)
+[ .. . ] -5/'
X .-nz $ ih si
- s CLk -1
(B.18)
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or
£/- U W (B. 19)
Defining P by r= a(l+P)
Inspection of equation (B.18) shows that this function is iden-
tical to
Expanding f about a2,
R/ ., : j (<<" "" - , o . , m- " (B.22)
The expressions can be expanded in powers of , and
5D . Also each p can be expanded in powers of eccentricities by
noting that p= -e cos E (Danby, p. 127) where E is the eccentric
anomaly which has a well-known expansion for its cosine (Danby,
p. 337). Therefore
P= -e cos - 3cos 2t-1) - 3 os 32 - 3cos o. (B.23)
The function f, as it appears in equation (B.22) can be
expanded using the Fourier development
-. 0 1 ( j )s
where
Tr _v0 ) = 2m cos G + M Co d0J,
1 and = , -, , The coefficients in this expansion,
the Laplace coefficients, can also be expressed as power
series in o or as functions of complete elliptic integrals
(Brouwer and Clemence, 1961a). The -latter were used for the
evaluations in this paper.* Note that b= b.
Having done all of these expansions, it is only a matter
of algebraic and trigonometric manipulation to obtain a
series of the form in the text (equation (2)). In order to
demonstrate the expansion process in detail, and to confirm
the critical coefficients used in the text, consider the case
with small eccentricities, I=0, and al< a 2. We define I1,'
n2' T1 and 1-2 to be zero.
* The results were checked with other evaluations, such
as Woltjer's (1928), wherever possible. Brouwer and
Clemence's (1961a) formulae (pp. 495-505) have been checked
and were found to be correct except for an apparent mis-
print in their recursion formula (47): The order of the
first Laplace coefficient on the right side should be j-l,
not j+l. Values of Laplac coefficients have been tanul-
ated by Runkle (1856) and by Brown and Brouwer (1932).
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In this case, expanding (B.22) in powers of P and 9 and
neglecting powers higher than the first in the small eccen-
tricities gives
R/GM Of + 00, (B.25)
The function f for I = 0 is
-II£z+ A, -2 cos U,) 4 cos (a,-a (B.26)
or, its Fourier expansion,
1 40 WU)Cos j(U- ' - ca5 (U- U (B.27)
where cX= ai/aa.
In order to obtain cosine arguments of the form shown in
equation (2) of the text, we introduce the "equation of the cen-
ter", w, an orbital element defined as the difference between
the true and mean anomalies. Then, since Y,= ft= 0,
cos , C o W( o+ j I 3 W, j P, j wa)
1cos (jX,- {cos j\A, iCos jw
. 
+ s 4 stij 2
-sm~~~~ 
~~ -), si ,csw-csw nJu (B.28)
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The expansion in elliptic motion for w (Plummer, 1960) is
w = 2 e sin 99" - e, (2": -- sn - +e Ls i n 2 rM~~I)~
Therefore,
snj = 2ej sin $ + j (- Sh 2, - T S'I SM eL .•j tL
and
cos jw 1 - j'2e sin' 9
Substituting these expansions into (B.28) and retaining terms
only to first order in the eccentricities gives
cos j(u,- u) = cos (j -jAX) - si j,-j\ K)2.je1 sin - 2j e sinz
= C0Sj X-j
-j e, cos (jA,- j.,- ?) je, cos (j X,- j ,+ 9I
+mezco5 ,,-j ,-. )-j e Cos j -j > - )
(B.29)
Substituting (B.29) into (B.27) and (B.27) into (B.25)
yields the desired expansion. Here we only wish to confirm the
disturbing function used in Section II and to illustrate the
expansion process, so let el = 0, giving
bZ0) cos (j 1 -j <) + je, cos (j X,-jX,- M,)
- je 2 CoS (j X,j cr+os
- Cos
o .1 00
(X,X-L) + e cos ( ,
- e, cos (,
-x,- )
+ a (-e~ Cos
jx)
cos (jX- I X
+jeacos (j X, -jX
-j e cos (j ,j +
+ jexcos (jX,-jX 39l)
-j e 2 cos (j
St{oS (X, Se cos ,-X,-
- e. cos >, - + %2
Combining terms and dropping second order eccentricity
- IK
?- az
(j) cos 0 X,-jX j ) + j e, cos (j X,- .j X -9~Li
- jecoS ( 1-j hi* 5z)I
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6(j)(AO
(D oLX[hz:;-
z- (j)YZ
K)
-x2)
\,-j > +% a
yields
(B.30)
terms
K/cM
0 s(j ,
(B.31)
The critical term of Section II contains cos ((J+1)\-jX- a)
which equals cos (-j ) and also euals cos ((-),--) ).
Its coefficient, from equation (B.31), is therefore (ea/ 2 a)x
2. 0 - y (e). For j = 1, the indirect terms contribute an
additional term, -- o~ae/c. The secular term has the coefficient
bThe c(2a).ritical Thus we have verified the terms of the disturbing
The expansion given by Brouwer and Clemence (1961a,
pp. 491-494) has also been verified. Note that the expression
on the left side of their formula for the indirect portion
(p. 493) should not contain a minus sign; a minus sign appears
in our edition, apparently due to a broken fraction line. Should
-88-
one require an expansion to a higher order of eccentricity than
that given by Brouwer and Clemence, Leverrier's (1855) expansion
is a primary source.
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,FPigure Captions
Figure 1. Two satellites (#1 and #2) are shown in conjunction
relative to a central body (#3). The dashed lines depict the
satellites' orbits and W'z represents the outer satellite's
longitude of pericenter. The orbit of the inner satellite is
circular.
Figure 2. The function F = n [2j+l+o b(c) plotted vs.
D = n-(j/(j+l)) for j = 1, 2, and 3. The slope of the curve for
j = 3 is 30 at D = 0.
Figure 3. The potential, V, corresponding to equation (10).
The values of e and n have been selected so that the coeffi-
cients of cos and cos 2 are comparable. For larger e, the
cos term would be dominant, so that there would be no potential
minimum at 0= 0. For smaller e, the cos 20 term would be
dominant, so that the potential minima at = 0 and T=rr would
be nearly equal in depth. Also shown are regions of energy gain
and loss due to "pseudo-friction".
Figure 4. Qualitative phase-plane diagram for motion without
"pseudo-friction" in the potential field of Fig. 3. There
are points of stable equilibrium corresponding to the potential
minima and points of unstable equilibrium corresponding to
potential maxima. The trajectories are symmetrical about = 0
and about 0= Lix where L is an integer.
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Figure 5. Qualitative phase plane diagram for motion with
"pseudo-friction" in the potential field of Fig. 3. The
trajectories are not symmetrical about $= 0 in this case.
Figure 6. The orbit of a satellite with very low eccentricity
with arrows showing the direction of motion. Radial forces
exerted on the satellite at various points in its orbit are also
shown by arrows and labeled according to their effects on the
orbit, given by equations (11). Such forces might be due to
another satellite at inferior conjunction. If conjunction oc-
curs at A or B, the resonance mechanism tends to move conjunc-
tion closer to apocenter; if conjunction occurs at C or D, the
mechanism tends to move conjunction closer to pericenter.
Figure 7. A circular trajectory on the x, y plane specified
by its center at (x = -X, y = 0) and its radius,P. A position
on the trajectory is specified by the angle o<.
Figure 8. Trajectories in the x, y plane for (= 0. (See
text)
Figure 9. The function (P(e) for the case with kA = 10- and j = 1,
given by equation (24), is plotted for various values of the
parameters eo and Do . Since c9 ---cos 0, in the range -lI l+l
these curves are equivalent to trajectories in the x,y plane.
(See Fig. 8) Curves with b varying between +1 and -1 correspond
to circulation; curves with 'never reaching -1 represent libra-
tion about $=,T; curves with ( never reaching +1 represent li-
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bration about 0 = 0. In the upper portion of the figure, tra-
jectories are shown with eo, the maximum value of e, reached at
P = +1 (= T); in the lower portion examples are shown with eo
occurring at (BJ=- (( = 0). Each trajectory is labeled with
its Do . Apparently, for any value of e0 , an appropriate choice
of Do can give libration about ( = -. (Note that with eo = 0.02,
for Do = 0.001 there is circulation and for Do = 0.0006 there
is libration about 0 = 0.) However, for e o > 0.04, no choice
of Dogives libration about $ = 0. (Note that with eo = 0.C04
for Do = 0.00022, there is circulation, but for D only slightly
less, Do = 0.00021, no trajectory is possible.)
Figure 10. Properties of the function )(e). In curves a, b and
c, Do has been selected so that dp/de = 0 at eo. For eo < ec
(curve a), 4V(e) has a local maximum at eo. For e c < eo< eoc
(curve b), p(e) has a local maximum at some e < e,,. For eo>eo
( curve c), (J(e) must increase monotonically as e decreases.
But, in the latter case, if Dois selected so that do/de< 0
at eo (curve d), )(e) must cross curve c (as curve d does) for
libration to occur. But such a crossing is impossible. (See
text).
Figure 11. A case of evolution with p. = 10, C= 10 8 and j = 1.
The trajectory parameters eo and XoE X(do) are shown as func-
tions of the number of trajectory cycles after the beginning of
the evolution. The period of each cycle, T, is shown in the
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upper portion of the figure, using the same abscissa. The
shapes of the e,0 trajectories corresponding to various stages
of this evolution are shown with -x plotted along the vertical
axis and with y plotted along the horizontal axis to the same
scale. Only half of each of these symmetrical trajectories is
shown. To find the parameters and period for any of these tra-
jectories, the maximum value of e, eo, can be read directly
from the trajectory and the corresponding number of its trajec-
tory cycle in the evolution can be read from the eo curve. For
example, the trajectory marked with a * corresponds to the Xo,
eo and T values also marked *. Also shown are the points in the
evolution where "capture" occurs and when n first reaches j/'j+l)
at its maximum extreme on a libration cycle (the latter marked Gl).
The values of ec and e,,oc are also indicated.
Figure 12. Same as Fig. 11 but with different initial values
of e o and Do .
Figure 13. Same as Fig. 11 and 12 but with still different
initial values of eo and Do.
Figure 14. Same as Fig. 11 but with kk= 0.000241 and j = 3
(values appropriate for the Titan-Hyperion case) and with
(3= 2 x 10- 7 .
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